Body Systems Projects

GOALS: To investigate the processes involved in the function of an organ system and the major structures that make the process possible.
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to describe the structure, how it functions, its role within the organ system, and major malfunctions of the structures.
INDIVIDUAL PORTION:
DRAFT WRITING PROMPT: 
Imagine that you are an organ within an organ system, write a 1st person narrative essay describing to the readers, the entire human body, your life as that body part, including a detailed description of your structure, it's location, how it functions, and what happens when it malfunctions.

HIGH QUALITY PAPER CONTAINS: 
·	3pts- Description of body part - include dimensions, shape, color, make-up…
·	2pts- How is the body part connected to the surrounding parts of the body?
·	10pts- Explanation of what this body part is responsible for doing.
·	2pts- Body system - to which body system does it belong? What job does the part do within that body system?
·	3pts- What happens when the body part is malfunctioning? What effect would this have on the rest of the body system to which the part belongs? How about other body systems that are associated?
·	3pts- What types of diseases does this body part suffer from? What are the symptoms? What is the cure?
·	2pts- What current technologies are there available to replace this body when it is diseased or damaged?
·	5pts - Good organization, well developed ideas, few mechanical errors, and creativity.

GROUP PORTION:
General format  (on science project 3 fold board):
1)	List the major organs and features of the system. Go over the anatomy.  
2)	Talk about what your system actually does to help your body, this is the physiology, include a concept map to make your explanation easier to visualize. 
3)	Must have a 3-D model of the organ system with all major organs represented
4)	A physical model that emulates the processes of the system.
5)	What can go wrong with your system (diseases) should be covered at the time. The main point is to show how the disease disrupts the normal physiology of your system. This demonstrates how important your system is to your body.
6)	Impact of drug abuse on system
7)	Documentation of participation and the written outline or your presentation will be turned in.
No store bought models or physical representations.  Good luck! Any other questions, please feel free to ask.

HIGH QUALITY PRESENTATION CONTAINS:
1	20 pts Structure and Function of System
2	15 pts. 3-D Model of System
3	3 pts - Concept Map
4	10 pts.- Physical model
5	2 pts - Written outline
6	5 pts – Diseases
7	3 pts. Impact of Drug abuse on the system
8	2 pts - Individual Contribution
9	10 pts.-Overall aesthetic appeal of project, accuracy of information, flow, use of appropriate language, etc.
TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE=Individual (30) + Group (70) = 100 pts.
Helpful Websites:
http://biology.about.com/cs/anatomy/index.htm?terms=human+anatomy
http://www.vh.org/adult/provider/anatomy/HumanAnatomy/CrossSectionAtlas.html
http://biology.about.com/library/bldyknowbody.htm?terms=human+body
http://www.madsci.org/~lynn/VH/
http://www.google.com/
http://www.google.com/
http://www.howstuffworks.com/category.htm?cat=sc-body
http://www.cumc.columbia.edu/hs/health.html
http://www.innerbody.com/htm/body.html
http://www.medtropolis.com/VBody.asp


